Workshop 2
Reader Profile
Presenters Notes

Free Go Girl and Toxic
magazines are available.
(Free copies may be limited).

Slide 1
Explain to the class that the readers are
the most important thing to everyone
who works on the magazine. The whole
editorial team has to know the reader
inside out. The reader affects everything
on the front and inside the magazine,
where the magazine is sold, how much it
is sold for etc. So it’s really important that
the team know the reader almost better
than they know themselves! Ask why it
is important that the editorial team get
this information about the reader right.
What are the implications if the magazine
audience and content are not matched?
Ask the class to think about what else
might be affected by the reader.
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Slides 2-3
Explain that a reader profile is a detailed
guide to the reader that covers absolutely
everything about the reader’s life.
Anything and everything. No detail is too
small. Encourage the class to discuss why
this is so important. What might happen
if the team working on the magazine
didn’t understand their reader? Ask
pupils to reflect on how the Editor makes
decisions about who their reader is in the
first place., e.g. through talking to young
people etc. Ask pupils to think about what
else might go into a reader profile.
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Slide 4

This is a reader profile. This activity has

Divide class into groups. Give each group

many possibilities.

a big sheet of paper with the stick outline

Either stay focused on Go Girl and Toxic,

of a person on it. Have name….and age…

show the pupils the front covers of the

written on it with space for pupils to fill in.

magazines and see how this influences

The groups then have 20 minutes to

the reader they create, or don’t even give

write as much detail about the reader’s life

them the title of the magazine and ask

as possible. Ask the class to think about

them to create a profile of themselves/

their reader’s lives and come up with:

their best friend. This would enable

• A name and age for your reader
• Where do they live?
• Who with?
• What do they do during the day?
In the evenings?
• Who are their friends?
• Who are the most important people
in their lives?
• What do they do when they get in
from school?
• What do they do at weekends?
• What makes them worry?
What makes them laugh out loud?
• What do they watch on TV?
What do they do on the computer?
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some discussion of a critical nature
around whether magazines encourage
individuality and reflect different types of
people. Alternatively the second approach
could be used as a follow up when
creating your own magazine after having
explored Go Girl and Toxic reader profiles.

Slide 5
Give pupils sheets of paper with the
following headings:
• Top Five TV Shows
• Top Five Websites
• Top Five Computer Games
• Top Five Famous People
They have two minutes to fill in each
section. Stress that there are no right or
wrong answers.
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Slide 6
Get the class to critique Go Girl and Toxic
magazines using their reader profiles.
• Do they think the magazines appeal
to the readers they have created?
• What’s done well?
• What could be done better?
• Is anything missing?
• Did anyone create a reader who
would not be interested in the
magazine?
• What are the implications of this?
• Think about the imaginary reader
you have just created. What are their
favourite things?
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